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ACADEMIC COUNCIL
MINUTES

Friday, December 1, 2006, 1:00 p.m., room N-186

Present:  T. Bell, S. Brunet, G. Bulgarea, S. Choksi, D. Gallagher, R. Hartling, R.
Herrera, S. Hervouet-Zeiber,  J. Masterson, P. McCoy, J. McMahon, A.
Mundiyamkal, G. Quinn, O. Ravi, C. Rossignoli, M.-H. Sabbagh, I.
Stavrianos, N. Wargny

Regrets: O. Ravi, C. Rossignoli, J. Trudeau

Non-members: G. Archer, G. Dracopoulos, P. Duffy, J. Fee Taylor, D. Hetherington, J.
Macdonald, D. Nyisztor, J. Plante, M. Prentice, Q. Van Ginhoven

I. Stavrianos started the meeting by reminding the members of the following rules: limit of two
interventions per item, the first one for five minutes, the second for two and a half minutes; speak
to the Chair; and not use names in interventions. It was also suggested to set a time limit for each
item because of the length of the agenda.

1. Approval of the Agenda

Approved by consensus with the addition of 4. c) Space Committee (N. Wargny)
.
2. Approval of the Minutes

a) October 13, 2006

It was moved by S. Choksi and seconded by P. McCoy that Academic Council approve the
minutes of the October 13, 2006 meeting.

Approved unanimously.

b) October 27, 2006

It was moved by S. Hervouet-Zeiber and seconded by R. Hartling that Academic Council
approve the minutes of the October 27, 2006 meeting.

Approved unanimously.
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3. Business Arising from the Minutes

a) Evaluation of the Implementation of the IPESA and Follow-up to the CEEC’s
Recommendations

J. McMahon reported that the Steering Committee on the Implementation of the IPESA met
twice. Modifications to the policy related to the new Standing and Advancement Policy will
be submitted for approval to Academic Council at its January meeting. A critical path on the
evaluation process will also be presented to Council at that meeting. Confirmation was given
by the CEEC that the deadline for submitting the evaluation report can be extended to
December 2007.

D. Gallagher noted that the revised policy should include reference to PLAR (Prior Learning
Assessment Recognition). J. McMahon explained that the committee so far had addressed
only the modifications required by the new Standing & Advancement Policy but that it would
be looking at more major issues after.

4. Reports, Announcements and Correspondence

a) Board of Directors

J. McMahon reported the following on the November 7  Board of Directors’ meeting:th

- Under Directors’ Report, the Director General and the Academic Dean each gave a
report. The Director General also reported that, beginning in the new year, a
coordinating committee will be overseeing the review of the Strategic Management
Plan. The whole community will be consulted through a formal process. The Director
General had asked J. McMahon to pass this by Academic Council.

- Under New Business:
• The 2005-2006 Financial Statements were approved
• The Board ratified the nomination of R. Hartling, A. Mundiyamkal and C.

Rossignoli on Academic Council
• The Board approved a list of graduates to receive their D.E.C.
• J. Di Schiavi and K. Zhang were re-elected as Chairperson and Vice-

chairperson of the Board. The following Executive Committee members were
also elected: G. Héroux, N. Cooke, J. Di Schiavi, K. Zhang, R. Moscovitch,
N. Piccirilli and M. Prentice.

b) Joint Coordinators

S. Hervouet-Zeiber reported the following on the November 15, 2006 meeting:
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- Under Business Arising:
• J. McMahon discussed the 2006-2007 allocations and asked that we work as

a community to be as efficient as possible in the use of allocations.
• He announced that the College has some 5700 students after validation, about

100 more in the pre-university sector.
• J. Macdonald gave an update on Student Trips. There is now a FAQ link on

the webpage.
• J. McMahon announced that the FNEC proposal was lost to Dawson.
• He also gave an update on some members’ concerns raised at the previous

meeting.
- Under New Business, D. Tessier gave a presentation on the Omnivox Teacher

Absence Module and C. Hall made a presentation on The Language School and the
visit in April of students from a Danish lycée.

- The following concerns were raised under Members’ Concerns: attendance policy;
vacating classrooms on time; guest speaker policy; inadequacy of classroom
equipment; and validity of mid-term assessments.

c) Space Committee

N. Wargny distributed copies of an interim report from the committee and reported on its
first meeting. The committee reviewed last year’s recommendations and went over the
renovations that had not been done. She also, as a point of information, reported that the
committee passed a motion recommending to Council that adequate ventilation in the
classrooms and washrooms of the A wing be given the highest priority among the upcoming
renovation projects, as this was a widely used teaching area.

J. McMahon confirmed that the College was looking into having a coordinated master plan
for renovations instead of addressing them piecemeal. 

5. Main Business

a) Change in Meeting Schedule

J. McMahon asked Council to re-schedule the January 26  meeting on January 19  becauseth th

of a conflict in his schedule.

It was moved by J. McMahon and seconded by S. Choksi to re-schedule the Friday,  January
26, 2007, 1:00 p.m. Academic Council meeting to Friday, January 19, 2007 at 10:00 a.m.

Approved unanimously.
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b) Science Standing and Advancement Policy

D. Hetherington presented the Science Standing and Advancement Policy stressing in
particular that the requirements set by the policy were long standing and that more flexibility
had been given for the special programs: Modified Science and Science Access. He then
answered some questions from the members.
N. Wargny raised some concern regarding the place of the first sentence on the second page
since it did not apply to nos. 3 and 4. It was agreed that the policy should be approved so that
it could be applied next semester with the understanding that this issue will be looked into.

It was moved by R. Herrera and seconded by S. Hervouet-Zeiber that Academic Council
endorse in principle the Science Standing and Advancement Policy.

Approved unanimously.

c) Ecological Technology Program Revision

G. Archer invited P. Duffy, former Coordinator of the program and main person responsible
for the dossier, to present the major points of the revision. P. Duffy highlighted  the
following points:
• Although the last formal revision was done in 1988, this revision is not a radical one

as the department has been adapting to the evolution in this field by implementing
some changes over the years. The new name of the program reflects the changes
made.

• The loss of three hours in the revised program.
• The introduction of G.I.S. courses into the program.
• The better distribution of the workload over the three years.
• The new program adequacy in answering the Ministry’s competencies, the advisory

committee’s advice and the graduate needs.

P. Duffy also thanked the faculty in the department, the Registrar’s Office, D. Nyisztor and
R. Herrera for their help. She then answered a few questions from the members, informing
Council in particular about the training given to faculty in G.I.S., the Ministry’s extensive
study of the job market and the opportunity for the department to be connected to a large
Canadian network. She also stated that the document to be presented to the Board of
Directors would include an introduction to the report. 

It was moved by S. Hervouet-Zeiber and seconded by S. Choksi that Academic Council
approve the Ecological Technology Program Revision with the addition of an introduction
and recommend it to the Board of Directors for approval.

Approved unanimously.
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Several positive comments were made about the revised program. 

d) DDMT Program Revision

G. Archer introduced the topic. He explained that this revision was not a major one. Its main
objective was to address the problem that students in the program did not get what they had
expected because of the misleading title. The title of the program therefore  has been changed
to reflect more accurately the real nature of the program. G. Archer then commended D.
Nyisztor for her invaluable help in the revision of the program and invited J. Fee Taylor,
Coordinator of the program, to present the major revisions to the program. 

J. Fee Taylor highlighted the following points:

• the move of the stage to the end of the sixth semester;
• the better balance of the three areas of the program resulting from that move, such

as the Introduction to the Web now being given in the first semester.
• the reduction from 5 hours of French to 3 which was accepted by the French

Department and which allowed the addition of a new Introduction to Business
Administration course and of one hour of stage. Both G. Archer and G. Dracopoulos
stressed the advantages of the addition of the business administration component to
a program directly linked to business and where several graduates start their own
business.

J. Fee Taylor then answered some questions from the members on the demands for the
program, faculty training and stages. The one concern raised by S. Brunet was the admission
criteria for the program as the French course “rédaction d’affaires” is a very difficult course,
not fit for 100 level students. J. Fee explained that the program would not like to eliminate
good students from the start. A suggestion was made to switch the translation and “rédaction
d’affaires” courses and the following motion was passed with the understanding of looking
into that option.

It was moved by P. McCoy and seconded by S. Brunet that Academic Council approve the
DDMT Program Revision and recommend it to the Board of Directors for approval.

Approved unanimously.

e) IB Commerce Program

S. Choksi, on behalf of the Social Science and Commerce Coordinators, distributed copies
of three motions passed at the November 22, 2006 meeting on the IB Commerce Program.
She explained that these motions were passed based on the low enrollment in the IB
Commerce courses and on the high drop-out/transfer rate from the program. Council is being
asked to vote on the first two motions whereas the third one is for information purposes only.
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S. Choksi then moved the first two motions. 

It was moved by S. Choksi and seconded by J. Masterson that Academic Council recommend
that there be no further new admissions in the IB Commerce Program.

It was moved by S. Choksi and seconded by D. Gallagher that Academic Council
recommend that there be a full and transparent reporting to the Vanier community regarding
the evolution of student numbers, the revenues and the expenses of Vanier’s IB programs.

S. Choksi then further explained the rationale behind the motions by referring the members
to the table on the document showing the decline in enrollment in the program for the past
five years. She also stated our responsibility as a public institution, stressing the discrepancy
between the PES generated by so few students and the allocations used by the program, plus
the release time for the coordinator. N. Wargny added that it was hard to justify the workload
of the teachers and that the small number of students in some courses had a demoralizing
effect on other faculty. I. Stavrianos also spoke for a democratic approach to education as
opposed to a more elitist one.

There was general consensus that the number of students in the program was a real concern
and needed to be addressed. However, several members, particularly D. Hetherington, R.
Hartling and S. Brunet, spoke for not only considering the financial aspects of the issue. They
reminded Council of the benefits that the program brought to the College in terms of the
College’s image, as a recruitment tool, as a means to attract high achieving students as per
our academic success plan and as an attractive program for students coming from IB
programs at the high school level which are becoming more and more popular. A few
members also expressed some uneasiness with the wording of the second motion as the costs
involved were never hidden. It was also pointed out that, aside from the issue of allocations,
the program did bring in some revenues as the students  had to pay special fees and that the
starting cost was not as high as the starting cost of some of the technology programs.

A suggestion was made to include IB students in courses with other students but it was
explained that the IB Organization had some special requirements. It was also suggested to
maybe increase promotion and support for the program but it was pointed out that
tremendous work was made in that area by both R. Hartling and J. Plante, the Coordinator
of the program. In the course of the discussion, it was also clearly stated that this question
was only related to the Commerce option, not the Science one which is healthier this year
and that it would not have an impact on the College’s relations with the IBO.  As for
attracting high achieving students, it was pointed out that the College was offering several
programs for such students such as the Honours programs, the Majors, etc. It was also
suggested that if the IB Commerce program was suspended, the College might want to
consider other IB options.  The Social Science Program is planning to look into the feasibility
of a Social Science IB Program.
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S. Hervouet-Zeiber called the question.

The first motion was voted on:
In favour - 8
Against - 3
Abstentions - 4

The second motion was voted on:
In favour - 6
Against - 0
Abstentions - 8

f) Romanian Project

G. Bulgarea presented a proposal for an international project with the Politechnica University
of Bucharest, Romania. He stated that at this point, the project was in an exploratory stage
and that its main objective was to promote student mobility between the two institutions as
well as faculty mobility. He further explained that Romania was expanding very fast and that
both the Director General and himself had several contacts in that country. He also stressed
that the University had several agreements with other universities and technical institutions
so that such a partnership would open the doors for the College to a large network of other
possible partners. The proposal is being submitted to Council for support to go ahead with
the project and have the Director General and himself visit the country so as to come back
with a solid draft of a project. The project conforms to the College’s Policy on International
Cooperation, Exchanges and Training.

Questions were asked regarding the financial aspects of the project. G. Bulgarea stated that
he did not know whether there would be any profit for the College but that there would be
no cost. J. Macdonald confirmed funding for the plane fare had already been obtained from
the Program for the Internationalization of Quebec Education (PIQE) and that other funding
sources such as other international projects and the Danish Exchange are being looked at. It
was also suggested that the possibility of involving other technologies be considered.

It was moved by M.-H. Sabbagh and seconded by P. McCoy that Academic Council support
the Romanian project exploration of partnership between Vanier College, Politechnica
University of Bucharest and the other institutions as well as investigation of the project to
include all technologies.

Approved unanimously.

g) Business Administration Project

G. Dracopoulos, Coordinator of the Business Administration Department, reported on an
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exchange program started  two years ago with academic institutions in France in conjunction
with Cégep André Laurendeau. The project which started with 16 students in A2005 now
involves 37 students. G. Dracopoulos spoke of the project’s tremendous benefit for our
students as well as for our faculty. The project is being presented at this meeting for
Council’s support to go ahead with its second phase, namely to look into the possibility for
Vanier’s students to study abroad and/or to do a stage in France. G. Dracopoulos stressed the
advantage of such an experience for the students involved.

J. Macdonald spoke in favour of the project stressing the tremendous opportunity this would
be for our students and the fact that several cegeps, particularly the French ones, have already
been offering such opportunities for their students for the past few years. She also confirmed
that funds for the project would be sought from the PIQE and from special projects such as
the Danish Exchange. The project is conform to the College’s policy and will help student
and faculty mobility as well as promote internationalization of education.

Several members spoke in support of the project and of the need for the College to go ahead
with such projects particularly in the light of the advantage of the bilingual component that
Vanier can offer. 

It was moved by M.-H. Sabbagh and seconded by N. Wargny that Academic Council support
the Business Administration Department for their international project.

Approved unanimously.

6. Varia

7. Adjournment
The meeting adjourned at 3:45 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Wanda Kalina
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